The opmwns expressed tn 
of the su3 symmetry for the strong interactions. In spite of the neglected symmetry-violating interaction, the relation seems to hold with a fairly good accuracy in the light of the present experimental data. There is, however, another characteristic which the Coleman-Glashow formula did not succeed in pointing out. It is the relation (1) which holds with a remarkably high accuracy.
We shall show in this note that the above relation is reasonably explained if there exist octuplet scalar mesons which couple with the baryons antisymmetrically (through F-coupling).
Octuplet scalar mesons having this coupling pattern were previously predicted on the basis of the spontaneous mass splitting 2 ) or the splitting due to the tadpole mechanism, 3 ) of the s upermul tip lets.
The conventional picture of the electromagnetic mass splitting is that proposed by Feynman and Speisman 4 > froin the view- however, a large contribution is expected to come from such a diagram as drawn in Fig. 2 . In the unitary symmetric limit the photon can be treated as a component of the irreducible tensor belonging to the octuplet representation (Ag +As/../ 3). To the lowest order of the eleCtromagnetic interactions, therefore, it suffices to consider BB~2r process. According to the well known decomposition rule, the independent amplitudes are those associated with 1, 8Fv, 8vv and 27 channels.
Our fundamental postulate is that the 
(m~·-m~-)/2=mEio-ms-,
The second and the third relations given here are largely violated while the· first is almost exact. Actually the oct1,1plet scalar mesons have a small amount of D-coupling, which is determined from the Z-A mass splitting.
It is fixed as
Gv/Gu= C-v'5 /2) (mz-m.~.)/(ms-mN), 
Discrepancy becomes considerably smaller, although it is still appreciable. We can see that Eq. (2) still holds as it stands. We believe that the remaining discrepancy, if it really exists, is due to the fairly meson multiplet and possibly the coupling constants associated with it. Therefore we have to take account of the effect of the symmetry-violating interaction. Then, Eq. (2) is not affected at all, while the other relation, Eq. (6), is a little bit modified. Thus the octuplet scalar mesons satisfactorily explain the electromagnetic mass differences of the sigma particles to the all orders of the symmetry-violating interaction.
In this way the qualitative features of the electromagnetic mass differences of the baryons are completely explained by the octuplet scalar .mesons which couple with the. octuplet baryons almost through Fcoupling. In conclusion the octuplet scalar mesons are expected from the electromagnetic mass differences of the baryons as well as from the mass splitting of the supermultiplet.
